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GENERAL AIRPLANE PERFOR~MANCE
By W. C. ROCKEFELLER
SUMMARY
Equations hare been derelopedfor the analysis of th~
performance of the ideal airplane, leading to an approxi-
mate physical interpretation of the performance problem.
The bam”csea-fecel airpfune parameter8 haw been gen-
eralized to altitude para:meter8 and a new parameter
Q. has been introdwed and physically interpreted.
The performance analysis for actual airplane8 has
been obtained in terms of the eguioalent ideal airplane in
order that the charts decelopedfor use in practical calou-
iations wilI!for the zno8tpart apply to any type of engine-
propeller combination and sy8tem of control, the only
additional materz”alrequired consisting of the actual
en~”neand propeller cwwwfor thepropukion unit.
Finally, a.more ezact methodfor the calculation of the
climb charactem”sti.csjor the constant-8peed controllable
propeller is presented in the appendix. This method
replaces the approm:matemethod, contained in the main
body of the paper, in eases where the approximate method
is not suj%x”entlyacourate.
INTRODUCTION
Considerable interest has been evidenced in the past
few years in the field of aircraft-performance analysis.
‘W5th the increased use of the new types of engine and
propeller equipment, many modifications of the exist-
ing performance-analysis methods ha-re been intro-
duced, which are designed for use in calculating the
effect of these new developments on performance.
Oswald has investigated the problem and drawn up
charts (refmence 1] that can be used te caIcuMe the
performance of aircraft using unsupercharged engines
and fied-pitch propellers. Later he exkmded this
analysis to include the ease of supercharged engines
(reference 2). White and Martin (reference 3) made
a similar analysis for the case of constant-speed pro-
pellers with no supercharging, which can be extended
to include supercharging.
In each of the foregoing analyses, special assumptions
were made with regard to the variation of engine power
with altitude and engine speed and the variation of
propulsive etliciency with altitude and air speed.
New engine and pro~eller developments that wilI
cause changes in the characteristics of these units can,
however, be expected to take plaoe in the future, thus
necessitating a complete recalculation and retilon of
the charts to correspond to these changes. For this
reason it was considered desirable to attack the problem
in a more general manner, in order to obtain a method
of performance calculation basically independent of
the particular engine-propeller combination but reatiy
adaptable to any type. k the following analysis, the
attempt was made to eliminate from the basic ralations
any assumptions that were likely to require adjustment
as a result of future design or experiment.
The author wishes to thank the men -who have aided
greatly in the development and preparation of the
paper by contributing many exceIIent suggestions and
criticisms.
The $J agafit J charts presented in the appendix
are due to Mr. Richard W. Palmer of the Vukee &r-
cmft Co., and the rest of the oharfs in this section were
designed to conform to this suggestion. As mentioned
in the body of the paper, Dr. Th. von K&rm6ri &d ““
Dr. Clark B. Mil.likan are primarily responsible for
the accurate physical interpretation of the three mfijor
parameters, A., l?., and Q. The author particularity
wishes to thank Dr. Millikan for the considerable time
and effort spent in the form of suggestions and criti-
cisms throughout the preparation of the paper. Dr.
Norton B. Moore and Dr. W. Bailey Oswald of the
Douglas Aircraft Co. have also aided considerably in
this regard. Various members of the wind-tunnel
staff of the Daniel Guggenheim Aeronaut.ios Labora-
tory contributed greatly k t-he technical preparation
of the paper. In particular, Messrs. Frank J. Malina
and W. T. Butterworth aided in the preparation of the
numerous charts.
SUMMARY OF NOTATION
subscripts:
u, at altitude.
O, at sea level.
m, masimum.
c, at mafium rate of cIimb.
IMP, at theoretical minimum power required.
[
miles per hour in engineering equations
7-, velocity and charts.
feet per second in physical equations
and charts.
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VO,maximum veIocity in level flight at sea leveI.
V., maximum veIocity in leveI flight at aItitude cor-
responding to a.
VMP,”velocity at minimum power required for the ideal
airphl.ne.
V,, velocity at maximum rate of climb.
~’~:) ma~um possibIe veloc~ at all ~ltitudeg.
V,, minimum velocity in level flight for an ideal air-
pIane wifi no parasite drag.
VP, maximum velocity iu leveI flight for an ideal air-
plane with no induced drag,
Vat aItitude corresponding to a,
R,=
C
T7Jfp .
=— m all other sections.
v.
=; in section IV C,
VC
= ‘K in aII other sections.
R~=~ both at same altitude,
t.hp.
“=; O=t.hp. (desjgn)”
v
.-..
R,.==, both at same altitude.
(feet per minute in engi-
1
neering equationa and
C, maximum rate of climb charts.
feet per second in physical
equations.
C,, maximum rate of climb of the ideaI airplane with
no drag.
h, altitude (feet).
E?, absolute ceiling (feet).
h~, altitude for Vmt..
CL, lift coefficient.
CD, drag coefficient.
—
c,=5xlo”~,
P, thrust horsepower available.
P., thrust horsepower available at maximum rate
of climb.
PO,thrust horsepower available at VO(U=1).““
b. hp., brake horsepower,
(t. hp.)a, thrust horsepower avaiIabIe.
(t. hp.),, thrust horsepower required.
iV, propeIler revolutions per minute.
, D, propeller diameter (feet).
~8m -
‘m
.—
J.=J at V,.
JaxP=J at VMP.
p,mass density of air.
PU=0.00237’8 (slugs per cu. ft.)= mass density of
standard air at sea level.
u=p!~l density ratio,
u~= u at altitude for Y~~=,
W, weight (lb.).
j, equivalent parasite area (sq. ft.).
e, airpIane efficiency factor (reference 1).
ii, Mu&s span factor.
b,, Imgest individual span of wing cellule.
b, equivalent monoplane span=kbl.
b.= ~e(lcbl)2, effective span.
~, propulsivO efficiency.
Engineering parameters:
=1 1,, effective span loading (lb./sq. ft.).1’”=+ u
1 =~7=E1 1 parasite Iording (lb./sq. ft.).PSg;n!
1 ===% t. hp. 1,, thrust horsepower loading (lb./hp.).
‘.=(3”A=(Y1J’”8~}majorperforrnance parameter,
I. FUNDAMENTAL PERFORMANCE EQUATION
The fundamental performance equation may bc
written
where dhfdt is the rats of climb,
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Writing this equation in terms of the k parameters
(reference 1), there results
where the parameters are defined as
and where
l?,,= v/v~
V, velocity under arbitra~ conditions.
TO, propulsive efficiency at 170(U= 1).
In equation (2) the ratio P/P. represents the com-
bined variation in engine output and propulsive ef6-
ciency from the design value Po.
II. METHODS OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
There are two general methods of attack that maybe
employed in the calculation of airplane perfomnce:
1. As suggested by Oswald, the sea-level performance
may fit be calculated and the performance at altitude
may then be compared with that at sea leveL b this
case all the paramekrs used in the analysis will be
“sea-level parameters” such as AP,A,, 17,and A’. These
parameters are used in Oswald’s analysis.
2. The performance at altitude may be calculated
directly without reference to the sea-level, or “reference-
level,” performance. In this case the parameters
involved are somewhat altered and become w-hat may be
termed ‘Witude parameters.”
Both methods are basically similar but take somewhat
diHerent forma insofar as the final formulas and charts
are concerned. Each method has its own advantages,
particularly as regards physical signb5cance and facility
for practical calculation, but the relative advantages
vary with the particular problems to be solved. For
this reason both methods will be herein prmmted,
together with recommendations concerning the adapta-
bility of each to specfic types of problems that are
encountered in practical performance calculation.
lU. ANALYSIS INDEPENDENT OF THE SEA-LEVEL
PERFOR3fANCE-ALTITUDE PARAMETERS
The second of the preceding methods -iviU tit be
considered. As previously mentioned, Oswald’s analy-
sis has been developed on a sea-level bsaia; that is, the
velocity and power ratios have been referred to the
maximum speed and maximum power available in
level flight at sea level, and all the parametem, ~, ~,,
I’, and A’, with their corrwponding engineering equiva-
lents, l,, l,, l~j and A, are based on sea-level density
and sea-level performance. This reference level is
purely arbitrary and was chosen because of its conven-
ience and because sea-leveI performance constitutes an
important practical case in performance calculation.
In many cases, however, it is desirable to determine
the performance at some altitude other than sea level
and, if no particular interest is attached to sea-level
performance, it wotid be more convenient ta calculate
this performance directly without going through the
intermediate step of the sea-led calculation. It is
the object of this section to develop formulas and charts
that will be useful for such calculations.
Since the analysis is to be based on rdtitude instead
of on sea-level charact eristk, it is oily logical that
altitude parameters should be introduced which will
take the placc of the sea-le~el parameters. The new
parameters are, accordingly, defined as follows:
Physical parameters:
I
I
Engineering parameters:
L.+
I
(4)
lh=l,
It will be noted that the new parameters are obtained
by merely replacing ~, the density at sea level, by p,
the density at the altitude in question, wherever it
occurs in the sea-level parameters.
In accordance with the previous analysia, it would be
desirable to develop parameters aidar in form to the
sea-level parameters, r and A’, together with their
associated engineering equivalents. Rewriting the
general performance equation (2) in terms of the new
altitude parameters
(5)
where Y. has beem defied as the maximum velocity in
level flight at the altitude corresponding to a and the
new velocity ratio R, has been defied as
l?,= Vjvm
Now, considering level flight with the thrust power
equal to the design thrust power Po, i. e.,
+=0, R,=l, and ~=1Po
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equation (5) becomes . .
~=& ~ ~ Wt=o
& “–v.
(6)
Rearranging and multiplying by ~~ equation (6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
which is identical in form with the equation obtained by
Oswald (raference 1). In fact, substituting for sea-
level conditions, equation (9) reduces identically to
Oswald’s equation. Thus, equation (9) is a generaliza-
tion of Oswald’s equation to include the level-fiight-
velocity performance at any altitude, and the same
restrictions and physical interpretation apply to this
equation at altitude as apply to the sea-level equation.
U may be. anticipated from this comparison that, if
the altitude parameter and variables, X,c, &., I’., h’.
R., and V., are substituted for the sea-level parameters
and vmiables, ha, ~, l?, A~,R,o, and ~~o,in the equationa
for the various performance characteristics for.sea level,
the result will be. the generalized equationa for the per-
formance at any altitude corresponding .@ the density
ratio u. This supposition will be verified in tho sub-
sequent analysis.
It wiU be found desirable for later analysis to develop
another parameter that will aid both in the physical
interpretation end in practical calculation. Accord-
ingly, again rearranging equation (6) and multiplying by
()? 1’%
Finally defining
equation (10) becomes
A’.=& (l–Q:) (12)
which is similar in form to equation (9).
h~ow returning to the general performance equation
(5) and substituting for -#V? from equation (6)
Pe
%=+R-R’+@e’-arJ’13)
A second form of the equation may be obtained by
‘t Vrs from the smneA,nh, .Substituting for ~ instead of for ~
equation. This substitution will gi~e
%=k[%k+(i-’’’k’l’14)
Both these equations materially simplify the calcula-
tion of airplane pe.rfonnance by reducing the number of
airplane parameters to two, At and I’, iu the case of
equation (13) or }~and Q=in the case of equation (14).
A.PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PARAMETERS t
Al,, F,, and n,
The physical significance of the dimensionless pwwm-
eter M _introduced in Oswald’s analysis has been dis-
cussed by Millikan (reference 1), and it has been found
that the parameter is approximately proportional to the
ratio of the minimum to the maximum speed at sea
level for an ideal airplane. It wiH be cksirable, howeverj
to discuss these parametel~ more fully, pmticulmly in
view of theh generalization to all altitudes and of the
introduction of the new parameter Q.
For this purpose the ideal airplane, defined by
Millikan (reference 1), will again be considered. This
airplane, it will be noted, iE one for which the thrust
power is independent of speed and for which the
phenomenon of burbling does not occur. Such an
airplane would obey the performance equation for N
values of the velocity and is one for which the thrust
power is always equal to the design thrust power PO.
These stipulations will be aesumed to hokl for all
altitucbs as well as for all velocities.
Three conditions of flight WN be considered for this
airplfuyx
1. Level flight with no induced drrtg (infinite span).
~=1,V= ’F”P,$=0, k+=fi
P,
2. Level flight with no parasite drag U=O).
;=1, V=v,, $=0, Apg=a
3. Maximum rate of climb with no parasite or in-
duced drag,
I The physfealsknitlcanceofWee parametersweedevelopedby Dr. C. B. MUllkan
afterMvereldfseuesfoneof the problemwith Dr. Th, von K6rm&nend the author.
The conehklonsweretit p-ted knMillfkan’slecturesIn the Ml of 1935.
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Ckmsider the fit condition. Substituting the fIight
conditions in equation (5), equation (6) rwihs.
SoMng for ~’c
(15)
Substituting the conditions for zero induced drag, i. e.,
he–– O and ~~= Vn, equation (15) becomes
and dividing into V.
(16)
(17)
h’ow consider the seoond condition. Again substi-
tuting the flight conditions in equation (5), equation (6)
results and, solving for V., this time using the other
term in equation (6),
l+WS
Pr
Substituting the conditions for zero parasite drag, i. e.,
hP.= co and ~7a= Vl, equation (18) becomes
v,= ?Q (19)
Dividing by ~’”.
Finally, from equation (8),
(20)
(21)
so that, using equations (16) and (19),
.In=; (22)
P
and also
A’s= I’oQ. (23)
FimdIy, considering the third condition, equation (5)
beoomes
co=~ (24)
The three velocities, 1~, V,, and CO, may be caIIed
the “design speeds” of the ideal airplane considered.
The term T’, represents the maximum speed of the air-
plane, V, the mrctium speed with no induced drag,
Vi the minimum speed with no parasite drag, and Co
the maximum rising speed with no induced or parasite
drag, all at the design thrust power Po. The power
curves and velocity relationships for a nornd airplane
with its associated ideal airplane are represented in figure
1. In the preceding analysis, all the dimensionless
paramete~ have been obtained in terms of the design
speeds. In particular, A’. is the ratio of the minimum
209142-4Llr
peed with no parasite drag to the maximum speed with
no induced drag at the altitude corresponding b u.
In the analysis of reference 1, it was found that the
parameter A’, to which A’. reduces at sea level, was
Ooo
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figure 1 will show the extent of this approximation.
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Since alI the parameters that appear in the genertd
performance equation can now be represented by speed
ratios, it is only logicxd that the entire equation may
be represented by these same ratios. Thus, substitu-
tion in equation (5) from equationa (16), (19), and (24)
gives, since V=R, V=,
(25)
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which is an equation of speed and power r~tios and is
valid for any altitude. This is the most general form
of the performance equation for an ideal airplane.
The relationships between the three parameters
A’., r., and $& given by equations (9), (12), and (23),
are plotted in figure 2 and show the maximum possible
value of A’s, the significance of which will be explained
later.
B.MAXIMUM VELOCITYAT ALTITUD”E
Equations (9) and (12) give the relationship between
the parameters and the maximum speed in leve~ flight at
the altitude corresponding to the density ratio a. These
FIGURE8.—ThewentftY ++$+ a f~ction ofA..
The maximumveloeityin level alightat an altltude correspondingto u Is V.,
where V.-;&
equations have been plotted in figures 3 and 4 in terms
of the engineering parameters, where
h,C=267.7&i=267 .71,@
l,glp
Ape=0.006293p = 0.006293A.
as defined in equation (4). Although the two charts
are basically the same, each has certain advantages in
many problems that arise h. performance calculation
and flight-test reduction. In general, the type of
performance chart presented later (see examples) is more
useful because of the greater ease with which accuracy
may be attained in normal calculations.
CLMAXIMUM RATE OF CLIMB
The maximum rate of climb is realized at the speed
it which the excess of thrust power availablo over
thrust power required for level flight is a maximum.
Examination of figure 1 shows that, for constant thrust
power available, this maximum occurs at the speed for
minimum power required. Thus, by differentiating
ih/dt with respect to R, and equating to zero, the
lpeed lm minimum power required may be obtained,
Essuming that the characteristics of the actual airplane
follow those for the ideal airplane.. This latter assump-
tion is not correct in general, nor do normal propeller
. .
n
A6
FIGURE4.—TheparemetcrWes a functionofA.,
Tb”maxfmum veloeityin level fUghtat en eltItude corresr=mdingto r Is V,,
whereV,=t12.7*(2 +) ’nO..St
characteristics allow constant thrust power available
independent of speed. It will be assumed for the
moment, however, that the ideal chtiractetitim hold?
and a correction will later be made to allow for the
effect that the actual airplane and propeller chmacter-
istics will have on the speed for the maximum rate of
climb and on the rate itself.
Foll&ving the procedure outlined in the last pnra- -
graph, i. e., difTerentiatig dh]dt with respect to Ii, in
equation (13) and equating to zero, assuming 1’= 1’o,
obtain the resulting expression for the speed ratio for
minimum power reqtied~ Rv~P= r~pl~7m
‘,MP=[3(1ZII’4 @7)
By substituting this expression buck into equation
(13) and again assuming P= P,, obtnin the equation for
the maximum rate of climb of the ideal airplnne:
Ch,=l– —”&,4.W/4 (28)
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or, in terms of engineering parameters and units, fore P/~O, for actual propeller-engine combinations _
fl,=33,000-l,294A2~4 (29) does vary with speed in such a way that the speed for
maximum rate of climb falls considerably above the
Equations (27) and (29) are plotted in figures 5 and 6, speed for minimum power required for the corre-
respectively. Ii these figures the curves labeled Aa spending ideal airplane, the theoretical power-required
should be used. The other curves correspond to engi- variationa are still followed by the actual airplane at
neering equivalents of equations (53) and (54) developed the speed for maximum rate of climb. This result is
in section IV C? illustrated in figure 7. A large number of cases of
1.4
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FIGCEE5.—TIMratio R.M=- VMFJT’. as a functionofA.
?
iVow consider the case of the actual airplane with
normal airplane characteristics. The solid cumwe in
I?gure 7 present the thrust power required and avadable
for a representative airphme. Equations (27), (28),
and (29) woild not, in general, be true for the actual
airplane since the actual airplane does not, in general,
follow the ideal airplane characteristics at the speed
for minimum power of the ideal airplane. Therefore,
even if the power ratio P/POwere independent of speed,
the maximum rate of climb and the speed for maximum
rate of climb would not be those given by the equations.
However, since the thrust power available, and there-
actual modern airplanes has been investigated for
which complete wind-tunnel data -were available, and
in every ease the speed for maximum rate of climb lay
well within the region where the theoreticrd pver-
required variations hold true.
It is convenient in the analysis of an actual airplane
to consider the speed for minimum power of the corre-
sponding ideal airplane. Then the speed for rnatium
rate of climb of the actual airplane till be determined
in the form of a ratio between best climbing speed and
the speed for minimum power of the ideaI airplane.
The speed for mhnum rate of climb for the actual
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airplane is indicated as l~C. The value of this speed
will depend, for given thrust power-required chm-
acteristics, on the slope of the power-available curve,
which in turn will depend upon the particular engine-
propeller combination and tha method of control,
The first problem is to determine 1’, for the actual -
airplane. This value has been obttiined for constant-
pitch propelle~ from Oswtild’s analysis (reference 1)
and for. conshmt-speed propellers from referenco 3,
assuming best perfornmnce propellers selected for high-
povmr cruising or high speed. The results nre presontod
in the form of ratios of l’J17~P, callecl RR, and are
p~otted in figure 8 as functions of ~.
h most practical cases of modern airplanes, the pro-
pellers me sdected as a compromise botwecn many
factors including high speed and cruising speed at
isdtitude, climb, partial-engine performance, and take-
off, For this reason the results presented in figure 8
are not sufficiently general for calculating speed for
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maximum rate of climb for many actual airplanes.
In the appendix to the present paper is presenLed an
amdysis by which the speed for maximum climb can be
determined for an arbitrary propulsivo unit.
~ow-, in order to determine the maximum rate of
climb from figure 6, it is necessary to ticl a -due of Am,
say Are, which has the same values of thrust power
required and available at its VMPas the actual airplane
has at its V.. The sinking speed for the actual air-
the second part of equation (32), and transferring to
engineering parameters, .,.
(34)
hTo-w,if l,Cis designated to be the thrust power loading
of the ideal airplane with its thrust power equal ta” that
of t-he actual airplane at maximum rate of cIimb, then
&C and Z,Cdesignate an ideal airplane which, at its
I I 1 i I II hx I ! t I I I
R“ I I I
l=%
A.
FIGCEE&-The mtio RB-&paS a fonctfonofA. forfixed-pitchand emstont+peed
propdlera. (For approximatemethod,seesectfon~ C.)
plane, i. e. (t. hp.),/T17, may be written, from equation
(13)
((’”%-)9=@-@’-arJ30)
Thus, for the speed for maximum rate of climb,
(31)
Substituting for R,MPfrom equation (27)
The sinking speed for a hypothetical ideal airplane,
designated by A’.,, I’.,, and X~C,flying at its V3F,
wdl be given by setting RR= 1 in equation (32). Thus
[+l...=+’%’(33)
But it is desired to tid a value of A’m,,corresponding
to an ideal airpkme with Ale,for which the thrust power
required at minimum power is the same as that for the
actuaI airplane, corresponding to A’. and hi, at maxi-
mum rate of climb. Thus, equating equation (33) and
FIGGEE9.—Theratio RA as a fonotlonof RR.
speed for minimum povier, will have the same rate of
climb as the actual airplane at its speed for best climb.
It is clear from the foregoing definition of l,C that
()ltc= ~ 1, , (35)c
and therefore that
‘,=(R*)’WY’(36)
where P. is the thrust horsepower a-m.ilable at the speed
for ma.xinmm rate of climb of the actual airpkme.
Knowing R~ and P. from previous calculation and sub-
stituting &c and l~c, determined by equations (35) and
(36), into equation (29), the ma.xinmm rate of climb of
the actual airplane may be determined. For the impor-
tant case of constant-speed propellers, PO/P.reduces to
the ratio To/~,, -which may be found for each individual
case from charts giving the propeller characteristics.
This method wiH be illustrated by an example at the
end of the present paper. The expression (R*Y’
called RA, is represented in figure 9 for convenience in
calculation.
It is important to note that throughout the foregoing
analysis none of the equations or charts, with the excep-
tion of figure 8, are dependent upon any empirical data.
Thus the only modMcation that would be required to
extend the analysis and charts to cover new types of
propulsive systems or new propeller-blade designs
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would be to construct new RR against An curves in
figure 8 to correspond to the new systems, ~~
D. ASSOLUTE CEILING
The absolute ceiling occurs where the maximum rate
of climb is zero. Thus, setting C=O in equation (28),
the value of A’. for any airplane at its “absolute ceiling
will be
-- (37)
and, in engineering units according to (26),
Ao~=75.075 (38)
Solving for UEin equation (38),
CH=0.001539Aan (39)
This equation is plotted .in figure 10, a= being replaced
by its corresponding altitude Il.
The altitude at which the rate of climb becomes zero
is the absol~lte ceiling and at this altitude the relution
between the parameters expressed by equation (39) is
obeyed.
E. VAEIA’I’IONSIN PERFORMANCE DUE TO VARIATIONS LN THE
PARAMETERS
It must be remembered that in all of the previous
analysis, with the exception of the hitter part of section
In C, the basic assumption was thtit the power ratio
P/POremained constant and equal to 1.00. This as-
sumption is obviously not correct, in general, and some
provision must- be made for taking into account the
variation in P/Po, I?or this reason the variations of all
the performance ch~acteristics with thrust-power
variations are investigated. At the same time the
variations with respect to the other parameters are
considered. Oswald (reference 1) makes a similar
analysis, but the a.pproximations that he makes would
A“
FIGUBE10.-The abedute eeillngH, and the altitude h- eorreepondlngto g- as functionsofA.
The analysis in this particular section has little
practical value but has rather interesting physical
signitlc.ante. It is shown that an airplane having a
value of Aa greater than that given will be unable to
maintain level flight at the altitude on which the
particular vnlue of & is based, This result is in agree-
ment with the value obtained by Millikan for sea level
(reference 1). The foregoing equations will be useful
in the next section in developing the variation in per-
formance due to variations in t~e. parameter+
The only method that is satisfactory in gu-al for
the practical calculation of the absolute ceiling of an
airplane is the method normally used for determining
tho ceiling from flight-test data; namely, calculatin~
the maximum rates of climb at various altitudes at
and above the critical altitude of the engine, plotting
these rates of climb against density altitude, and extra-
polating the curve so determined to zero rate of climb.
introduce comparatively large errors in calculations for
which the present analysis is to be extended. his
approxinmtions are sufficiently accurfite for small
valuesmf A but introduce appreciable errors for large
values ~of & such as are encountered in low-power
cruising conditions and at high altitudes. E’urtherrnorc,
in the present analysis, analytic expressions are obttiincd
for all the variations extended to include all altitudes.
Taking the logarithmic derivatives of V, C’,and a~ in
equations (9), (29), and (39), respectively, obtain the
following equations, which are true for small variations
in the Parameters:
(40a)
Wir)d’t __ ’40”
“dir”- 21’r dW
~-– ()3–4r. ~ (40C)—
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Y=(ak)$” (40d)
T=(3%E (40e)
*=-(=Y: (40f)
Y=(-Y$ (40g)
dC
(
1 mAtld df
)77=– Z1–mbafd j-
(41a)
dC m&314 d(t. hp.)=
)T=(l+ I–m&’” (t. hp.)= (41b)
dC=– 1+3 m&3/4 d~
7 ( )5 i–v W
(41C)
dC 3 m~af’ db
( )-~= ~ l–m&3/4 b
(41d)
di? 3 mAZ14 de
( )~= ~ ~–mA=8/4 ~
(41e)
dC 1 mA214 du
( )Z= Z l—m~a14 T (41f)
dC_ I_ mA.8f4 dT
)U––(2 ~–mA~14 ~
(41g)
where m= 0.03923 (a dimensionless constant) and T is
the absolute temperature, and
dL=_ 1 df
‘JE Zf
(42a)
du.—= —~d(t. hp.)=
UK (t. hp.)= (42b)
da. WV
G=3T (42C)
du= adb—.— —
GE b (42d)
dun 3 de—. —.— (42e)
where ~ maybe ~place~~
dH cn d dr=
(7
_——
‘= H du= a=H
(42f)
UKdH
v&le9 of – —
H dr= may be calculated from the equa-
tions of the standard atmosphere (reference 4), which
may be obtained in the following form (for altitudes
below the isothermal stratosphere):
%%=-ozs’g-1)=-o~a~(w-’) ‘42g)
and (for altitudes within the stratosphere)
T,
UEdH ()~ Pol 20937 (42h)
ZG*=– —–=”gAHH
The additional symbols in equations (42g)and (42h) are
d&ed as:
lit the gravitational cor&ant=32.17 ft./see.
yo, the standard pressure at sea 1evel=2,116 lb./
sq. ft.
Q, the standard lapse rate of temperature in the
troposphere= 0.003566° F./ft.
TO, the standard absolute temperature at sea level=
518.4° F.
—
T{, the standard abaolute temperature in the strato-
sphere= 392.4° l?.
It wiIl be noticed in equations (40a+j and (41a-g) that
the variations of the veIocity and maximum rate of climb
here considered me not limited to the veloeity and rate
of climb at sea level, but apply as well at any aItitude
corresponding to u. The variatiom depend only on the
ingle parameter & defined earlier.
Variations in velocity and maximum rate of climb are
considered with respect to variations in density ratio
md absolute temp~ature in addition to the usual
parametric variations because of their usefubss in
Eight-test reduction. The variation equations are
represented in chart form by figure 11.
AI] the foregoing variation formulas apply for small
radiationsin the parameters. Many cases arise in per-
formance problems in which it is necessary to calculate
the dlect of large changes of power on speed. For this
purpose figure 12 has been constructed and gives the
percentage change in V for 1 pmcent change in power
for large changes in power. (See example Cl.) This
~hart was calculated directiy from equation (9).
F. MAXI.MUMPOSSISLE VELOOITYFOB A OIVZN AIRPLANE
One of the interdiing questions that arises in the
iield of aircraft performance is the problem as to what
is the mmimum possible veIocity available at alI alti-
tudes for a given airplane with a given power. This
maximum possible velocity can be obtained directly
kom equation (40f). The condition is that for a change
in u, rfV/V must be zero. In other words,
1 A,?q
‘“=2 ‘r ““=21”.= (43)
where u= is the density ratio at the ahitude where the
maximum velocity occurs. Substituting the value of
I’a from (43) into equation (9) and using (8) and (26),
the equation for this density ratio becomes
tr~=4A’31z= 0.00~998 A8f2 (44)
This equation has been plotted in figure 10. Using (8)
in equation (9) and substituting the value of ai+tobtained
in (43), the expression for the maximum velocity
becomes
(45)
and, changing to engineering units,
V-JVmu=332.3~=332.3T ~
where bs=kbl~~ the eilective span.
(46)
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The physical significance of this maximum possible
velocity is apparent when the two factors that con-
tribute to the total drag of the airphme are considered.
The thrust power avrtilable has been assumed con-
stant, independent of altitude. Thus the only varia-
tion in velocity with altitude must occur a-s a result of
u ~-aria.tion in the drag. The drag coefficient has been
FIGURE11.—Verletlon
larly with regard to the importance of power and more
especially of weight in the limit of the mtmimum
velocity. The quantity
d
~
7
might be termed the
“frontal” or “parasite” as-p&t ratio. The values of
V~. fid u., of course, correspond to the condition ior
maximum lift/drag ratio of the airplane.
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!ofpedormence with changeofparameters. Chsrtgshowpercentagechsrig%hr perfmnenee due to e 1 percent chengeIn
mum velooltyat oltitude; C,me%mmnrete ofcllmbat sltftudw H, absoluteeelllng,
divided into two portions, that portion which is inde-
pendent of CL and that portion which varies with OL.
The drag forces corresponding to thew coefficients can
be written as follows:”
Q =9q7Tvv%+r
v
rind
where & A,, and WTare constant for a given airplane.
Now the altitude at which the maximum velocity iE
reached is that at which the total drag is a minimum
for a, given veIocity; in other words, the altitude at
which Di” increasea (with altitude) at the same rate as
D, decreases, all for constant velocity. Thus for an
ideal a.irphme, i. e., one for which e= 1.00, this value is
the rdtitude at which the rate of increase of induced
drag is equal to the rate of decrease .of parasite drag,
Considered from this standpoint it is at once apparent
that, as the span is increased other factom remaining
constant, the altitude for maximum velocity is raised.
The form of the equation for the ma@aum possible
velocity given in equation (46) is interesting, pq.rticu-
—
. .
. .
“ptvamctcr. y, mex.
TV.”PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WITH SEA-LEVEL
BASIS
In the previous sections an analysis has been pre-
sented that is independent of the sea-level performance
of the airphme. There me many cases in prncticrd
performance calculation when it is desirable to obhlin
values of some performance characteristic, such as
maximum speed, at a series of rdtitudes. I?or this
purpose it is more convenient to calculate the perform-
ance tit some reference level and then to find the per-
formance at the other levels in terms of this referenco-
evel performance. The choice of the reference level
is purely arbitrary but, since sea-level characteristics
constitute an important practical case, that tiltitude is
chosen as the reference altitude.
After th’e reference altitude ie chosen, the parameters
are automatically determined. These pammeters will
be the sea-level parameters A,, An, A’, r, and Q. The
maximum speed at sea level Yo, can be ctdcu]ated as a
speciaI case of section 111 B. The maximum speeds
at dl other altitudes may then be referred to that at
sea Ievel by the ratio B,O= V/T~o:
From section 111 B th~ relations between the sea-
level ~arameters can be obtained. These will, of
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course, be similar to the aItitude relations. Thus, 1 based on the assumption of constant thrustpower. This
letting u=l.00 in equations (6), (9), and (12),
A&
~IGUEli 12.—Varfationc4 nraxhnunrvehity ataltltude with varietfon
d thrustWVeratible. Chart shows percentageohangoin velodty
due to a I-percentchengein LWWOrfor varforMpercentageehengesfn
power.
last equation has been represented graphically in the
upper left-hand corner of &ure 13, plotting against
the engineering parameter A instead of the phyaicaI
(47) parameter A’. For rapid calculation of new values of
A based on thrust horsepower available 1sss than PO,
2.3
22
2.1
2.0
1.9
f.8
R,
1.7
1.6
1..5
.-
.0[0 .a?o J30 .040
A. VIZOCITY RATIO AT ALTITUDE
using the sea-level parameters and the first equation
in (47), equation (2) may be written
dhl P8
[dt h, PO ( )1~r (48)—=— ——uRgo + L%~a—=R%
170w, considering the condition of level flight at altitude
with the desiagn power PO, equation (48] becomes,
omit ting the subscript O,
1— cTRj
r=lTRn —
1—u~4
(49)
This equation gives the relationship
R,=F(U, r)
or, using equation (47),
R,=F(u, A’)
20914._&18
FIGURE18.—TheratioR,= V#lT. es a functfonefAand eltftudeand AR.ee@.funetIonofR, find
eItkude.
the cha-rt at the lower left-hand corner of figure 13 M
included. Entering the chart at P/Po= 1.00 -with the
value of A corresponding to P. and following down the
curved lines to the desired -due of P/PO, the value of
‘0 ~ A maybe obtained.()Al, defined by Al= ~
B. VARL4TTONOF bfAXfMUM VELOCITYAT ALTITUDE WITH SMALL
CHANGES IN PEOPUISIVE EFFICIENCY
In section III E charts -were developed from which
the variations in m~um speed due to variations in
power could be computed. These charts tvere based
upon the altitude parameter L. When calculations
are being made, using the sea-level parameters and
charts, however, it is de&able to have more rapid ancl
convenient methods available.
—
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The effect of variations in power can be Imndled in
either of two ways. A modified value of the thrust
power loading based on the ch~ed power can be cal-
oulated and used in the charts representing equation (9).
If the ohangea in power are relatively Lmge, this method
is recommended, Figure 12 gives a ~-hart for use in
such cases since this method was exactly the ori~ by
which figure 12 was constructed. If the variations in
power are small, as is generally the case when variations
in propulsive efficiency are consiikired, a secund method,
the analysis of which fouows, k more Wnvenient.
The variation in propulsive e%iciency may be repre
sented by the ratio v/qO. If the. brake horsepower is
comtant, then the variation in thrust horsepower is
given by the ratio v/qo. The ratio P/P. then becomes
~/qo. Introducing this ratio into equation (48) and
considering the level-flight oondition Ti”gain omitting
the subscript 0), the following equation is obtained:
‘={UR’-(UR’+)’I(50)
Diilerentiating both sides with respect to T, solving for
dRJdfi, and substituting for I’ from equation (49),
..
$&(4~ ‘ “:. (51)‘R@(l–d&’) -
Thus, the chang~ in-R, for a ch&ge ‘h q of 0.01 is
giV~ by
ARo=
R,(l–u%g’) 1
~o(4al?,n-3&l?04 -1) ioo (52]
Since the values of AR. will alwa~ be small compared
with Ra for most practical variations in q, am a%ige
vahe for VOcan be used in equation (52) with a negligible
error, and AR~ can be plotted in chart form as a func-
tion of R, and a. Such a plot is shown in the upper
right-hand corner of Iigu.re 13, assuming TOto be 0.75...
C. MAXIMUM RATEJOF CLIMB-SPEED FOR MAXIMUM RATE OF
CLIMB
The spead ratio for minimum power required (maxi-
mum rate of climb for constant thrust power) is ob-
tained by differentiating dh/dtwith respect to R, in
equation (48) and equating to zero. When this opera-
tion is done, assuming P= PO,the resulting expression
for R.Mpis
‘-=ELT” (53)
By substituting this e~pr~ion-back into equation
(48) and again setting P= PO, obtain the equation for
maximum rate of climb for constant thrust Dower:
.
[1ch=l-4 & “4 (54)
Equations (53) and (54) in the sea-level analysis are
directly parallel to equations (27) and (28) in the altitude
analysis. In the sea-level analysis, R,Mp is referred to
the maximum speed at sea level and the parameters
are sea-level parameters; whereas, in the altitude
analysis, R,Mp is referred to. the maximum speed at
altitude and the parameters. are altitude parameters.
Equations (53) and (54) are plotted in figures 5 and 6
along with equations (27) and (29) and, as will be seen
from the equations, these reduce to the same curve for
the special case of sea level. In these, figures the curves
for the sea-~evel analysis are plotted against A whiIe the
curve in eaoh figure for the altitude analysis is plotted
against Am. The additional analysis in section III C
(given by figs, 8 ~d 9) for correcting the speed for climb
and rat~ of climb for actual thrust power variation
applies to both amdyses except that it must be re-
()la’i-membemd that ~ A must be used to enter figure 8
in both cases.
D. ABSOLUTE CEILING-SPEED AT ABSOLUTE CEILING
Setting 0=0 in equation (54), the same equation
(39) that was found before for absolute ceiling is ob-
tained. Substituting this value of u= into equation (53),
the equation for speed ratio at absolute ceiIing (assum-
ing constant thrust horsepower) becomes
(55)
This equation is of academic rather”than practical inter-
est, since it- assumes that the airljane is flying at theo-
retical minimum power, which will usually be below the
actual speed for best climb for the airplane.
E. MAXIMUM POSSIBLE VELOCITYFOR A GIVEN AIRPLANE
Examination of the curves in figuro 13, which rep-
resent equation (49 ), will show that for a given air-
plane, i. 8., for a given value of A, there is a maximum
possible value of R, that lies on the envelope of tho
constankltitude curves. This value corresponds to
the miiirnum possible velocity obtained in the alt-
itude analysis, as given by equation (46).
It is of interest to obtain an analytical expression for
the maximum speed ratio ROma,. This expression b
obtained by taking the partial derivative of equntion
(49) with respect to a and setting this expression equrd
to zero. Then the resulting equation is solved simul-
taneoudy with equation (49), eliminating a. This
operation gives an equation for the maximum spocd
ratio:
R,w= 1 = 1
2= ~ -- (56)
Calculating the ratio R,JR%az, the following in-
teresting result is obtained:
(57)
Equations (55) and (56) are represented graphically in
6gure 13 along with the family of constant-altitude
mrvesj using equation (47) to obtain the rcktion bc-
hveen I’ and A’ and pIotting figainst the engineering
parameter A. Equations (39) and (44) are plotted in
ligure IO in terms of altitude and A.
DANIEL GUGGENHEIM GRADUATE SCHOOL OF AERO-
NAUTICS, CALIFORNIA lNSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
PAS–ZDENA, CALIF., June 1, 1937,
APPENDIX
SPEED FOR 3iAXIMUhf RATE OF CLIMB FOR ARBITRARY
PROPELLER
In section IX C of the main paper there has been
presented a means for obtaining the speed for maximum
rate of climb at any aItitude provided the propeller is
selected for high speed at the same altitude. These
values of the speed for maximum climb are then
strictly true only at the criticaI altitude for high speed
and are given in terms of the speed for minimum power
at. that altitude. Since the maximum excess powa
a-milable for climb varies only slightly with speed near
the best theoretical speed, the values of the speed for
maximum climb wiII be approximately correct for
propellem selected for cruising speed and for altitudes
reasonably near the critical altitude.
One of the chief difficulties, howemr, with the method
of section III is that the propellers are oftem selected
as a compromise governed by best take-off, maximum
rate of climb, best cruising speed at some relatively
high altitude, propeller tip speed, and finally prope~er
clearance. Thus, for many cases, and particularly for
high supercharging, such a determination of the speed
for masimum climb will give a speed considerably below
the true speed for best climb of the actual airplane so
that an underestimate of the excess power wilI result
with a consequent conservative estimate of the maxi-
mum rate of climb. I?or this reason it is desirable to
develop a method for calculating this speed for any
arbitrary propelIer. It is the object of the folIowing
analysis to develop such a method.
The general performance equation has been written
as in equation (5), letting RD=PJPO,
(Al)
To find the conditions for maximum rate of climb,
differentiate with rasped to V and equate to zero as
before. Thus,
(fQ
where ~“.is the speed for maximum rate of climb. N70W
consider the case in which dRz/dT7= O, which will corre-
spond to the theoretical speed for minimum power as
shown in the amdysis in sectin III. Thus,
NlultiPl@g both sidm by ~ and defining
(443)
(A4)
~ves
.Mp= (3) ’f4.i’~J4r (A5)
Replacing the physical by the engineering parameters,
his equation is plotted in @re 14. lWOWdefining
‘r. .
>aml substituting for # ~%. in equation (Al)
“~=T”Mp vu
A.
FmrxE 14.—Thequantity+ *P as a furu?tfonofA.. Ths reloclty for mhimum
powerreqw”redof the MeelsirplrmeIs Vxr, where ~m~ l,[t
(: t%)
according to (A3) and (ii4), obtain
Also, making a similar substitution and ddning
1-.
r) as in section III. C of the main paper, equa -RR=~ ~p
tion (A2) becomes
%=@-ar..p(A7)
Substituting for 17,~P in equation (A7) according to
(A5) and converting to the engineering parameter A
according to (26), obtain
%=002g35@-ai~a’4(A8)
-.
.:—
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CASE FOR CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLER
I
The foregoing analysis has been concerned with the
power-required phase of the problem. The power
avaiIable wilI now be considered. Propeller charac-
teristics are normally available in terms of the dimen-
sionless coefficients, CP the power coefficient, and J
the advance-diameter ratio, where
C,=5X10’”U*,
~_88v
}
(A9)
ND ‘.
u, relative air density.
1’, true speed of the airplane (m. p. h.).
b. hp., engine brake horsepower.
N’, angtdar velocity of the propeller (r. p. m.).
D, diameter. of the propeller-.(ft.).
since both IV and L1 me constant. Differentiating
dR.=-&dJ (A13)
Thus, from (All) and (A13)
(A14)
At the maxnn-“ urn rate of climb dRp/dRE,Ivhich is pro-
portional to dP/dIr, must be the same for tho power-
required as for the power-available charactmist its.
Thus, equating (As) and (A14) and solving for dq/dJ,
~–0.02g35JMpd~ *@R’-*)’”’” ‘A15)
which is the condition that must be satisfied for max-
imum rate of chnb. It should be noted in (A15) thut
As
~J .—
FIGURE15.—Chartforcnlcolathg dq/dJas a funcflrmo?JM,+,, A,, and RE.
An equivalent expression for dRP/dRzfor the propul-
sive unit must now be obtained...
For constm&speed-propeI1er control, the brake
horsepower is constant and therefore
.
PqRP=z=G-
Differentiating
ti,=$dq
(A1o)
(All)
Also, as previously defined I
(A12)
JM
z-
TOis multiplied by IL814. By tho definition of h as
given by (26]
Thus the product qo,bajdis independent of the assumed
vaIue of ~. as long as the same value is used in calculrit-
ing A,. It is usualIy convenient to use a vrihm of TO
that has been used before in calculating A., thus saving
an additional calculation for Am.
For a “given set of conditions defined for a given air-
plane, i. e., IV, b. hp., ~, and &, the entire right-huml
—.
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(a) Two-bladepropellercherecterisHce.
(b) Three-bladeproxk?r cberacterietics.
FIGUEE16.—Plotofq agrdnst.7for dLtkeni valuee of CP. (See reference5.)
Cp-5XIW:& J—L
side of (Al 5) is detemnined except for the variabIe Rz=
V./VMP,since JMP depends only upon the power-
required characteristics of the airpIane.
I?or rapid calculation figure 15 has been constructed
from which dqjdJ may be determined in terms of the
constant parameters, JMp/TOrmd Aw, and the -rariabIe
RE, The left-hand side of the equation must now be
defied from the propeller characteristics in terms of
the same variable Rm
For thk purpose, the dimensionless parameters CP
and J, defined by (A9), are chosen, and the propelIer
characteristics in terms of these parameters and the
efhciency q are plotted. Such a pI~t is shown in figure
16, the data for which were taken from reference 5.
As shown by the detition of CP and J, CP depends
onIy upon the assumed characteristics of the airpIane
and is independent of the velocity T7while
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which, at the speed for climb, becomes
v,
J.=JMFVMP—=JMJL (A16)
Figure 17 has been constructed by graphical differen-
tiation, plotting dq/dJ against J for constmt CP.
Thus, the propeller characteristic have been obtained in
becomes ..-
Equation (Al 5) then becomes
d “-a’.’”‘A’7)j2(RR, OP) ‘~~=0.02935 ‘0 R ‘
Knowing A.,()~ , and CP, RR may be calculated by
iteration using “figures 15 and 17(a) or 17(b). This
method is shown clearly in the examples.
EXAMPLES
Two major examples have been illustrated. Example
A is of a normal type and the calculations are standard.
Example B was chosen for the specific purpose of ilhwi-
trating a condition umder which the approxinmte
method of selecting RB (figure. 8) fails. & may be
fcmnd, consulting figure 8, the approximate methocl
would have given satisfactory results in example A.
However, in example B, the approximate method is
good at the altitude for which the propeller was chosen
(30,000 feet) but. becomes. @eas@y bad for the
constant brake-hompower case. at other altitudes. It
is a satisfactory approximation above the altitude
mentioned, provided that the brake horsepower
decreases in a normal manner above this altitude.
EXAMPLE A (SEE FIG. IS)
Given: A two-engine monoplane with constant-speed
and three-blade propeller
W=241000 lb.
b=95 ft.
e= O.88.
j=21 Sq. ft.
(b. hp.)~=850 hp. per engine at 2,100 r. p. m. al
8,0.00 ft. (assume constant (b. hp.),
from sea level to 8,000 ft.).
k=l.00.
Select propeller for beet performance at Vm with ful
throttle at 2,100 r, p. m. &eared 16:11) rtt 15,000 ft
1. Calculate Vm at 16,000 feet.
~0=0.84 assumed.
+=1.590 (fig. 19).
.
-.
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 LO [2 f.4 1.6
.
J
(o) Two-bladopropeller(seefig.10(8)).
(b) Thre&bladepropcUer(W fig.Mb}).
FrGuEE17.—Plot of dT/dJ againstJ fordi!lerentV8JUU~ Cm
I“=8” 02 e uation (26).1,=1,142 q
(b. hp.)~ (at 15,000 ft.) =[(b. hp.)~ (at 8,000 ft.)]X
[ 1[ )1(b. hp.)~ (at 15,000 ft.) (b. ~p.)m (at sea level) =(b. hp.)m (at sea level) (b, hp.)~ (fit 8,000 fL
—
649 hp. (fig. 20)
1,.=22.0 - -
I.JC=24.25‘quat’ion ‘26)”
Qa=0,942 (fig. 4).
r.p. m.=2,100++= 1,442.
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FIGCEE18.—Airpbmepmformrmcesummary chart for Exe.mpleA.
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FIGURE ~.—Vdetiono ffuU-throttle bmkehersepower w[thafcltndeat coostant
r. p. m.
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C,=0,638
#.v
(b. hp.)’/’WF=8787.
J= 1.13(fig. 7 of reference 5).
~ 8817=11 85
‘m””
q= O.825 (fig. 7 of reference 5).
dV
~=0.42 percent per percent change in power
(fig. 11).
~..,
corr=216 (1–O.0042X1.8)=214 m. p. h.
2. Calculate Vn at sea level, 8,000,20,000, and 25,000
feet,
qO=0.84 assumed.~=– 1.8percent.
b
(ft..)
o
2%%
Z&Wo
1’,,,,,
(m. P, h.)CP Jb. hp.)- &
0:&s
.Wle
.8439
i
Mj6&
?:
.0762 1.07
.0724 .976
0.27
.88
.60
.74
?-lH
s
.-
3. CalcuIate the maximum rate of climb at sea levelj 8,000, ‘15,000, 20,000, and 25,000 feet.
lt=16.8
Y
m- 0.84 tmulevel. Emmple Al(b. hp.)-= WI
v.
m.p. h.)
.
).hp.),I (f!.) T
ate
(fL&nJ
rJ7& l,g
izm ala
1,lW w
4,m 122
Vxr
L D. h.:
vu
n.p. h.
m
129
139
189
146
<
s
2
RB
—
L42
L87
L28
L18
L12
j
4
—
Jc RA
—
1.28
1.2a
1.14
1.M
1.02
~
L,A, Q.
—
&m
. m
.746
. 78C
.78C
s
z.
0.414
,442
.m
.678
.8Q8
86.b
10Lb
108.6
11P.o
122
0.689
.024
.675
.739
. Klz
).64
.49
.5)
.39
.38
g
$
I
1. Calculate I’n at 30,000 feet.EXAMPLE B (SEE FIG. 21)
Given: A single-engine monoplane
speed and three-blade propeller:.
Assume q,=O.83with a ccmstant-
(fig. 19)()~ 2n=l.93u
l*=&2=3.49
~ _~7_l 000
‘3– ‘
~’=~,oo~”lb,
b=45 ft.
e=O.85 ft,..
f=6 sq. ft.
(b. hp.)~=700 hn. at 2,000.r. P. m. ge~ed 4:3 at 30,000
rt. (wsume cmstant (b. hp.)m from sea
level to 30,000 ft.) ..- -.
k=l.oo
Select propeller for best performance at Vn at 30,000
ft.
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FIGCXE21.—A.irDlBneperkmnam summary chart for EmmPle B.
i
()
~ %3
~w=— A=15.15
u
v.=: +
()
=3Z5 m. p. h.
—y
hfet,hod (a) UT=
%=0.986 (fig. 4) c.=0.638 “
()
(b. h:z’~’,~=2.47
Checks assumed value (fig. 7 of refer-
~’u=52.73 ; ~ ‘n f.b=325 m. p. h.
ql=0.83
ence 5)
Method (b) ~=88J7~=1.55 (~. 7 of reference 5]
1 !! L=0.2977
~=~=12.3 ft.
a v=
2. Calculate 1~~at sea level, 10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 feet, assuming constant brake horsepower.
Method (a):
A=7.85
}m=0.83 ‘~ampIe BI
(L)
o
z
4UM0
(Y L G
am
.979
.974
.%6
. 95s
w“
s
1 1,11
:x
o.Iala
-1891
.2a27
.2977
.40a
~
2
V.
(m. p. k!.) ‘p
l—
23s Low
2s2 .050z
291 .06Qa
a2a .OWa
MU . M4m
J
L la
L%
I. aa
L53
1.76
kp
%
ama
. 75a
. 74%
.Sao
% m
e
,S
$
h
AP
(peZnt)
dl’
(peZnt)
CL?a
.a6
.27
.. . . . . ..-
(m. ~ h.)
—
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—.
--
‘VO=238 at sea level for ~0=0.83
I
AR,
. . ------
0.0246
.0031
(ft.) R, Cr
LW6
L lm
1.22a
L M4
L 551
~.
@
A
0:g
.706
.Sao
.8EsI
e
s
$
—
V (at 20,000ft.)
“v’-R, (at W,W ft.)
~4-2W m, p. h.
‘V-v”[l+(a @-’’’a-=@
~ fromfig.12.
3. Calculate V~ at 35,000,40,000,and 42,000 feet, assum.inggn engine critical altitude of 30,000 feet.
A=7. 85
I
m= O.83 Example B1
(b. hp.)o=700 -.
—
--
“(myh.) Cp
a 1034
.W
.0918
(f!)
‘m.Oca
Q(IM
c1 mo
AP dJ’
~ (pmZnt) (Pez&t)(+)’” (m. ~ h,)b. hp.) G J
1.66
1.44
1.36
!X
4
0.810
7
-2.4 0:::
-L2
s -.6 .62
605
440
887
j
!!
-
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Ex-
4. Calculate the maximum rate of climb from sea
le~el to 40,000 feet assuming constant brake horse-
lklethod (2):
A=7.85
power.
(a) CalcuIate T’_P
hlethod (1):
170=258m. p. h. (corresponds to qO=0.83).
}
z= 3.49 Example B1
1,,=10.33 (f!.)
(f!.) VMP(mph.) n 0.2M lR:2 119
.Em 140
.&a m
. ml 174
.767 18a
%!
1.877
2.675
4am
0.416
.4s2
.6W
:E
87
101
lla
140
174
(b) Calculate the mrudrnum rate of climb.
J4ethod (1) (approximate method):
fn=lo.33\
A I Ra Ivims (m. p. h.) I (m.%h.) CX,* (ftJ%n.)
1
RA J. A..
1.64
L49
1.S6
1.m
L 16
~
&
h
0.760
.790
.800
.7s0
l. w
6
a
,-..
:
14.5
M.2
Ill 9
20.6
31.8
~
n
3;
2
2
8
2-
IL 80
la 8s
10.72
IL W
13.M
n
G!;
~.-
1
-.
..——
.— . .-
. By extrapolation.
~le~hocl (2) (exact method):
-
(:.) VMPn,ph.)
lY1
119
140
174
*.
m
~
1
J*P
m
0.600
:ZT4
.s04
LOCO
v.
ap. h K&in.)JXP
a 41S
. 4SL
.607
.m7
.W
k
;Q
b
83,
:
%
C’P J. RA cl,,L A,mQ.
L24
L 19
L 17
1.21
1.40
~.
@
k
o
10,m
mm
M%
0.656
.836
.742
.S9a
L 210
<&
$
&
0.746
.776
.im
.770
. 7Kl
$
5
&j
a
IL 60
lL OS
m. m
H. 14
11.!28
n
a;
~--
1-.
Zlm
2,X0
z K&l
I, am
Lz-m
:1=
:
. .
*
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5. Calculate the maximum rate of climb. st 35,000, 40,000 and 42,000 ft. assuming an engine critical a]tit udc
of 30,000 ft. as in Example B3.
Approximate method:
Ll 0)= 10:33= o.g3 Example B 1(b. hp.f:= 70
(f!.)
W%!
421000
b. hp.)- A. Ra VMP(m. p, h.)
— — .
m. 9 L29 1s5
E ::; 1.Is 174
887 . L 16 Iw
Exact method:
(ft.)
a5, 003
?!’~
b.hp.){
EXAMPLE C
—l—l—
!m.9 166 0.732
38.0 174
47.2 la :R
.
1,1= 10.33
I111=0. 83 Example BI .—
1(&n.)L325734445<5d
\ 2. Calculate the speed for a 1,000-pound increme in
Given: & airplane for which, for fulI power at w.
10,000feet altitude: Am 1000”
ii#=15.o
~=m=6.7 percent
V.=250 m. p. h.
W= 15,OOO lb.
1. Calculate the speed at the same altitude for 60
percent f@l power, assuminggo change in propulsive
—
efficiency.
$$=-40 percent
$=0.47 pe?cpnt .pe? pemegt 0:$ (fig. 12)
V.0,,=250 (1–O.0047X4.0) =203.m. p. h.
$=0.075 percent (fig. 11)
~7=250(1–0.00075x6.7) =248 m. p. h,
3. Calculate the speed for an overload of 7,5oo
pounds.
TT=15,000 lb., AC= 15.0, Qw=O.966(fig. 4).
~~=22,500 lb., Ag=15.O 2- ‘=33.8,()
f&= O.916 (&. 4),
~-(for 22,500 lb.) =250X-=237 m. p. h.
.
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COMPOSITE CHART
The introduction of the altitude parameters into
the performance amdysis of the previous pages makes
it possible to construct charts composed of single
curves, in place of families of curves necessary in the
ease of the sea-level pmametersj to represent the per-
formance at aII altitudes. This method results in a
more compact form for all charts using the altitude
parameters.
Accordingly, Mr. W. R. Sears of tie California
Institut~ of Technology has devised an arrangement
of all of the curves, except for the propeller curves, in
one compact, composite chart. This method avoids
the necessity of croesreference from one chart to another
in most performance calculations. Figure 22 shows
the arrangement-of the curves on this chtirt.
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